DEPIVOT – A SOFTWARE PACKAGE TO DESIGN AND EVALUATE CENTER-PIVOT SYSTEMS
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Abstract: This paper presents a simulation model aimed at center-pivot design and support assessing the performance of systems under operation: DEPIVOT (Design and Evaluation of center PIVOT). The software code was developed in Visual Basic and includes an Access database. DEPIVOT allows considering performance criteria for design and to iteratively search better system solutions. The model has two main components: A. the design of new systems and B. the evaluation of operating systems. The first component starts with the agronomic design aiming the calculation of the system flow rate; this is followed by the hydraulic design: (a) computes friction head losses along the lateral; (b) the creation of the sprinkler chart; and (c) the validation of the sprinkler chart. The second component requires field data to calculate performance indicators, such as distribution uniformity (DU) and the coefficient of uniformity (CU).

1 INTRODUCTION

Irrigation modelling allows the simulation of the water distribution by an irrigation system under real working conditions. Models have been developed in order to avoid laborious field tests and to design and improve irrigation systems. Montero et al. (2001) consider that using a simulation model enables to reduce water and energy consumption and increases the efficiency of utilization of these resources.

Center-pivot systems have experienced a wide diffusion because of its advantages relative to other irrigation systems such as: 1) high potential for uniform and efficient water applications, (Qassim et al., 2008); 2) high degree of automation, (Al-Kufaishi et al., 2006); and 3) ability to economically and environmentally apply water and nutrients over a wide range of soil, crop and topographic conditions. Center pivot design models have been reported in the literature for the last fifty years. Heermann and Heid (1968) developed a model based on Bittinger and Longenaugh (1962), which computed depth, rate, and uniformity of application along the lateral, when the discharge and wetted diameter at each sprinkler are specified. James (1982) investigated the effects of topography on water distribution and Allen (1989) developed a program, USUPIVOT, where the user can input infiltration rate parameters (surface storage, infiltration pattern, and seal factor), crop parameters (Etc), irrigation system parameters (working hours and lateral radius), and the sprinkler pattern (triangular and elliptic). Heermann et al., (1990) simulated water distribution along the system introducing new profiles with a donut design for low pressure sprinklers. Bremod and Molle (1995) have considered the pivot discontinuous motion, determined sprinkler distribution pattern in laboratory and calculated the water depth received in each point. Other models have introduced the calculus of runoff and soil loss in different soils watered by the same system (Silva, 2006).

This paper presents a software package (DEPIVOT) to use for the design of center-pivot systems and for the assessment of the performance of systems under operation or being designed. DEPIVOT simulates different sprinkler charts for the same system configuration and estimates runoff.
for each of them. This option allows to compare the different sprinkler charts based on water conservation criteria.

2 MODELING APPROACH

Fig. 1 shows the conceptual structure of the DEPIVOT software. The software code was developed in Visual Basic 6.0 and includes a database in Access. The model has two main components: A. design of new systems and B. evaluation of operating systems. The first component starts with the agronomic design aiming the calculation of the system flow rate; being followed by the hydraulic design; and the validation of the sprinkler chart. The second component uses field data to calculate the performance indicators, Distribution Uniformity (DU) and Uniformity Coefficient (UC) (Pereira and Trout, 1999).

Figure 1: Conceptual structure of the DEPIVOT software.

In the hydraulic design the user makes a first selection of the span diameter, length and outlet spacing. Considering the span with a continuous flow rate (Keller and Bliensner, 1990; Scaloppi and Allen, 1993) the friction head losses along the lateral are determined in order to select the adequate diameter, length and outlet spacing for all the spans.

The most important step of a center pivot design is the creation of the sprinkler chart. To choose the most suitable sprinkler for each outlet is necessary to calculate the type, working pressure and the flow rate at that point (sprinkler chart). To achieve this the friction head loss is computed by the stepwise method, which calculates friction losses in each pipe length between two consecutive outlets.

The input data required for the calculation of the required discharge ($q_i$) and pressure ($p_i$) for each output are the same as those used for span selection, plus the distance between outlets. The $q_i$ is the one that produces the best uniformity along the lateral and also the ideal pressure ($p_i$).

Starting from $q_i$, the sprinklers charts can be obtained directly by the user, manual chart, or by the model through an optimized automatic approach. With the first option, the model runs a query to the database and shows all sprinklers. The user chooses the sprinkler and the model calculates and shows the actual discharge as a function of the pressure in that point. If the optimized sprinkler chart option is selected, the model, starting at the first outlet, chooses the sprinkler whose discharge is the nearest to the required discharge ($q_i$, L s$^{-1}$). Afterwards, it calculates the friction head losses section-by-section ($h_{i,i+1}$), thus obtaining the actual pressure ($p_{i+1}$) at each outlet as the result of the pressure in the previous output minus the friction head losses and the difference in elevation between consecutive outlets (Figure 2). The flow rate is then calculated ($q_{i+1}$) by the discharge-pressure function. The model runs a new query to the database, being the cycle repeated for every outlet. The model allows the storage of several possible sprinkler charts for the lateral.

Each sprinklers chart can be validated using two criteria: i) performance indicators; and ii) runoff calculations. At the sprinkler level, two performance indicators, the Distribution Uniformity (DU) and the Uniformity Coefficient (UC) are calculated. For the second validation the model calculates the potential runoff ($P_R$, mm) for each sprinkler chart selected previously by comparing the application ($P$) and infiltration rate curves (i) as function of time ($t$).

The DEPIVOT database was developed with Microsoft Access and can be updated whenever required. It stores the equipment (sprinklers and spans) available in the market and the results (information relating to projects created or evaluated). For each nozzle inserted in the database, it is necessary to enter the pairs of maximum and minimum values of pressure and flow recommended by the manufacturer. This allows: i) limiting the operating range of the sprinkler; and ii) calculating the coefficients $k_d$ and $x$ to be stored and used to
calculate the flow rate associated to the pressure supplied.

3 RESULTS

The model initiates with two options: design of a new system or evaluation of an operating system.

After choosing the option Design a new system DEPIVOT allows the user to introduce the system flow rate as an input or to request the model to use an algorithm to calculate it by the soil water balance. This algorithm is feed manually or by importing WinISAREG model output file to calculate the crop irrigation requirements.

Once the system flow rate is defined, the user begins the hydraulic simulation. The user introduces the system characteristics and selects diameter (D, mm) and length (L, m) of the span from the database, including the spacing between outlets (Se, mm). Selection of all spans is made through database consulting, where the equipment characteristics were previously introduce. The model allows the installation of a gun in the distal end. If the total friction losses, is higher than 15% of the working pressure, a message is displayed indicating the need to select a different span. The program simulates a static position for the system, therefore the user must decide previously which is the most representative position in terms of the field slope.

Once the spans are sized, the sprinklers chart is defined. The sprinklers’ characteristics are acceded in a specific database. The sprinklers chart (Figure 3) includes for each outlet: the radial distance (ri); the required discharges (qi) and actual discharges (qa); the required pressure (Pi) and actual pressure (Pa); and the identification of sprinklers (manufacture, model, description and nozzle). Sprinkler’s selection can be carried out for a given manufacturer or within the entire database. The selection may be optimized by the model by searching, for each outlet i, located at the radial distance ri from the pivot, the sprinklers that produce a discharge qai that is the closest to the required one qi if the available outlet pressure is Pi. In alternative, the selection may be done by the user, option Manual. This option allows i) to choose one of the charts created and individually change each sprinkler (within a range of 10% of the discharge) and ii) create a new sprinkler chart that allows to choose any sprinkler existing in the database. Once this selection is completed, the sprinkler pressure and discharge are computed by the iterative process (Fig. 3).
The potential runoff computation is supported by the window shown in Figure 4. Results for potential runoff are shown graphically and numerically for two positions. By pressing the button Aplication – infiltration rate the model presents a dialog box to insert the number of hours needed for a complete revolution.

When the model is used to evaluate a system under operation, first the common data to all evaluations are introduced (equipment’s characteristics); second the water depths caught in catch cans placed along two radius are used to compute DU and UC. Results are presented in numerical and graphical formats.

4 CONCLUSIONS

DEPIVOT model is oriented to find solutions for the critical aspects that limit achieving good performances in the farmer irrigation practice. Particular attention has been given to: determining the irrigation water requirements and the corresponding system discharge; sizing of the lateral in order to achieve an adequate variation of pressure; producing the sprinklers charts; determining the functioning conditions for every sprinkler; estimating the runoff potential; and defining the main information for system management in practice. The model is presented in WINDOWS environment, with a structure between windows and with a set of databases that can be consulted and altered from the model itself. Once developed, the model has been tested with results of field evaluations. These results show that the model is able to respond to the objectives that led to its development, which are to assist farmers and technicians in selecting and designing new centre-pivot systems and to identify operational performance problems and respective solutions.
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